




Holidays turn into outstanding 

memories in the Turkish Riviera 

Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa is 

located at Konyaaltı Beach, which 

is one of the longest beaches in 

the Mediterranean Region, in the 

outskirts of mountain Beydağları 

as the most popular location of 

Antalya. 
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Comfortable & Spacious



Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa has capacity of total 

346 rooms. 282 Standart rooms, 28 Family rooms, 

28 Junior Suite, 8 Senior Suite are all designed to 

provide our guests with a comfort holiday. The 

view of rooms combines with the endless blue of 

Mediterranean and the glorious appearance of the 

mountains offering the unique atmosphere. 



Standart Room
every detail is for a holiday above standarts…

LCD TV, wi-fi, minibar, pleasure of bathtub in the bathroom 

and perfect scenery of Mediterranean...

Family Room
for the guests who fond of their family...

The family room is designed considering each individual’s 
expectation of holiday... Rooms composed of two separate 
parts are linked to each other through an intermediate door. 
The parent section is equipped with French bed and the 
other rooms include twin bed. LCD TV, wi-fi, minibar and the 
bathroom with bathtub are ready to make you happy with a 
unique holiday.

Junior Suite
the sunrise of Mediterranean is more attractive 

compared to day prior… 

The Junior Suit consisting of a bedroom and living room is 

designed to create a comfortable atmosphere. Junior Suits 

equipped with LCD TV, wi-fi, minibar, bathroom with bathtub 

offer a breathtaking view holding the brightness of sunrise. 

Senior Suite beyond the expectations..

Senior Suite located on the top floor of our hotel offers a magical 
atmosphere with its unique design.. In accompany with unique 
view of Mediterranean at large terrace the magnificence of cliffed 
shores of Antalya and Beydağları mountains inspire everyone 
who looks at this view.. Senior suits consisting of the bedroom and 
living room include the bathroom with Jacuzzi and bathtub, LCD 
TV, wi-fi, minibar.



Outdoor Pool, Children’s Pool 
and Water Slide
The happiness awaits you in our outdoor pool. 

Water slide and a special children’s swimming pool 

guarantee the fun! 

Sunny & Funny



Mediterranean & Pleasant
Beach means holiday
means Mediterranean...

Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa increases the 

standards of a holiday expectation due to its 

private beach of 150 mt in Konyaaltı shore 

that is the longest shore in Mediterranean and 

known in the world. 
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Palm Restaurant
Selective tastes both from Turkish and the 

World cuisines are offered in the open buffet in 

Palm restaurant having the capacity of 600 pax. 

Italian à la Carte
Magnificent sea view of Mediterranean Riviera 

and selective atmosphere combine with the 

unique tastes of Italian a la Carte.. 

Seafood à la Carte
The holiday pleasure gains the privilege in 

Seafood a la Carte restaurant with the freshest 

seafood in accompany with a magnificent view. 
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Lobby Bar
In the shade of exotic palm trees, comfortable 
and most pleasant conversation in a relaxed 
atmosphere and the most colorful drinks at the 
Lobby Bar.

Beach Bar
The Beach Bar taking part in Konyaaltı Beach is 
at your service with delicious snacks and drinks 
throughout the day. Every detail was thought to 
make our guests feel the hotel comfort on the 
beach as well...

Mangal Snack Bar
Memorable lunches with the combination of 
a rich menu with views of the deep blue of the 
Mediterranean... Aperitifs prepared with the 
skillful hands are offered in Mangal Snack Bar. 
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Exciting & Entertaining
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tiny
mini
Mini Club
Our kids’ club with the 

playgrounds for our guests 

between 5 and 12 ages offer 

our little guests to have fun 

throughout the day.



Animation
Entertainment for all ages comes with animation activities full of fun in 
Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa... our experienced animators provide our 
guests with full of fun with throughout the day starting with the pool games 
and continued with step, aerobic and boccia. Beach volley, water polo, 2 
tennis courts await our guests who never give up sports. 

Each night, a different entertainment... In accompany with the animation 
team, willing competitions, dance shows, musicals, comedy shows, 
gymnastics and acrobatics performances, Turkish nights and thematic 
shows provide our guests with memorable time in Porto Bello Hotel Resort 
& Spa...

Ancora Disco
The hotel’s private disco offers the guests the fun at peak every night...
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Indoor swimming pool and Jacuzzi
Swimming enjoyment keeps on going throughout 
the year with heated indoor pool and Jacuzzi in 
Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa.
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Sauna
Enjoy a sauna after sport to make 

yourself feel free as much as the birds. 

Spa Center
Doubtlessly, you shall feel yourself as if 
you were born again while experiencing 
the professional massage and skin care 
programs in Porto Bello.

Hamam
“Turkish hamam” as the focal point of 

our guests offers a magical atmosphere 

decorated with Ottoman and Turkish 

traditions… just for the sultans. 

Fitness Center
The Fitness centre equipped professionally include every fitness tool under the 

supervision of a coach.. our fitness centre with 33 stations offer our guests the 

holiday full of sports and health. 



Fully equipped 8 meeting halls in different sizes 
provide our guests with ideal solutions for the 
congress and special meeting organizations in 
Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa.
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Friendly & 
Experienced

Amadeus Galileo Sabre         Worldspan
GZ AYTPBH GZ 35930 GZ 67367       GZ AYTPB
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Akdeniz Bulv. 1. Sokak, Konyaaltı 07070 Antalya, Turkey
T +90 242 259 4041 F +90 242 259 2821
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